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. l ces · Life afte r school Going Pa · 

E'" Language awareness Analysing langua:eent information and opinions can be used objective\ The language with wh1ch an author ca n pre y 
or in a biased way. 

lnfo --.. 

Language analysis 
The reader 's understanding of a topic can be influenced in many ways. 

Kind of device __ § sible effect_ 

1. Choice of words 

using comparatives and superlatives 

using strong or emotive words (e.g. 
heartbroken, bloodbath, to worship) 

2. Rhetorical strategies 

quoting experts and authorities, e.g. 
scientists , politicians 

including personal statements of people 
affected by the issue at hand 

making claims instead of evidence
based arguments, e.g. by introducing 
statements with No one can deny that ... , 
without a doubt .. , it is no surprise that .. . 

using humour and irony, e.g. by making 
fun of a situation, commenting humor
ously on something 

3. Stylistic devices 

alliteration (words starting with the same 
letter or sound) 

repetitions ( of words or phrases) 

personification (giving things human-like 
qualities, e.g. My gap year opened the 
door to a new life forme) 

hyperbole ( exaggeration) 

metaphor (an image, a comparison with 
out words like like and os, e.g. My gap 
year was a lang, beautiful dream) 

enumeration (a list) 

to exaggerate points or draw attention to extremes 

to appeal to the readers ' emotions, to make them 
think positively/critically of something 

to back up one's statements and make them and 
the author seem more reliable and credible 

to add a personal tauch, to make it easier for the 
reader to identify with a story 

to present opinions as facts or as points that. are 
beyond criticism 

to ridicule unacceptable/strange/ ... behaviour, to 
make an article more light-hearted and entertaining 

to make a certain point more memorable to create 
a sense of sharpness ' 

to e h · mp as,ze a message, to draw attention to a key 
Word 

to create a strong impression on the reader of what 
something is capable of 

to create a vivid image to illustrate the dimension of 
a problem 

to capture what · - ~- - - -. . 15 cruc1al about a character and a s1tuat1on with a . . . powerful 1mage to bring out the 
spec1f1c nature of a character o/ situation 

to draw atte t' -t . n ion to the scale of a development and 0 give an overview f • o a vanety of arguments 
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Going places: Life after school Workshop: Step by step 0 
a) copy the grid and fill in examples of the strategies the author uses. 

j S,•i@•j;tl D1 , p. 132 

device / strategy exampte (evidence) functlon / effect (anatysis) 

1. choice of words 

superlatives/ 
irony ( ➔ 2)/ 
alliteration ( ➔ 3) 

negative 
connotations 

"Britain's brightest" 
(l. 71) 

"footloose gap-year 
tourists" (l. 25) 

2. rhetorical strategies 

quoting an expert '"in a focused 

3. styListic devices 

personification 

way to support an 
application to the 
( . . . ) university you 
are tar9etin9 1

" 

(ll. 37-39) 

"mopeds belching 
out acrid fumes" 
(ll. 81-82) 

to contrast the fact that most of the gappers 
are future university students aiming at careers 
in influential positions with their behaviour in 
Thailand, which the author considers primitive 

to create the impression of young people who do 
not have any limits and any c!ear ideas that give 
their activities a purpose 

to use an expert's view to underline the point that 
a gap year should serve a purpose rather than be 
a time in which you simply enjoy yourself 

to point out that even the noise and pollution 
created by mopeds add to an atmosphere the 
author regards as not very desirable 

b) Ana lyse how the use of language expresses bias or objectivity on the author's part. 
• Use what you have collected in the grid in 5a) . 
• Rather than going through the text chronologically, use specific aspects of language, 

e.g. choice of words, to structure your analysis . 
• Write paragraphs which follow the st.eps of point - evidence - analysis. 

EXAMPLE: 

Throughout the article, the author repeatedly emphasizes that he does not consider places 
like Koh Phangan to be very appealing. 

When he describes lif e in Koh Phangan, he ref ers to the traffic, for example, using the 
personification "mopeds belching out acrid fumes" (11. 81-82). 

Similarly to the gappers urinating into the ocean, mopeds are presented as bei11gs that 
misbehave sin.ce they create noise and pollution in an unappealing ("belching out") and 
P0 ssibly unhealthy ("acrid") way. 

Webcod• 
You can download 
the grid here: 
WES-73630- 10 

➔ S12: Checklist: 
Analysis - Non
fictional texts . 
p. 192 
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0 Going places: Life after school 
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The express ions in the 
language support box 
may help you express 
the fun ct ion of those 
examples. 

Workshop: Step by step 
mJ SUPPORT FOR TAS K 5A (P. 95) 
In order to make it easier for you to analyse the article , some more examples of a a . 

of words, rhetorical strategies and stylistic devices have been added in the grid Npt rticular choic 
· · • o e do e 

m1 ssing information. Wn the 

device / strategy _ ~ example (evidenc~) 

1. choice of words 

super(atives/ 
irony ( ➔ 2)/ 
alliteration ( ➔ 3) 

negative 
connotations 

informal and vu(gar 
expression s 

com parat ive 

2 . rhetorical st rategies 

"Britain's brightest" (L 71) 

"foot(oose gap-year tourists" 

(L 25) 

"more constructive" ( L 120) 

quoting an expert 1 "'in a focused way to support 

irony 

quoting a persona l 
statement, story or 
anecdote 

3. stylistic devices 

personificat ion 

repetition 

an application to the ( .. . ) 
university you are targeting"' 
(ll. 37-39) 

"en lightens" (L 75) 

Jez's way of seeing himse(f as 
a backpacker in contrast to 
tourists, who he does not Uke 
((L 72-76, 84--88 ) 

"mopeds belching out acrid 
fu mes" (L 81-82) 

"tri ekle down" (L 4- 4- ) 

_ ~ nction / effect (analysis) __ 

to contrast the fact that most of the gappers 

are future university students aiming at careers 

in influential positions with their behaviour in 

Thailand, which the author considers primitive 

to create the impression of young peop(e who do 

not have any Umits and any dear ideas that give 

their activities a purpose 

to highUght the gappers' rude behaviour and to 

establish a contrast to the otherwise form al way 

of presenting the issue of gap years 

to use an expert's view to underline the point that 

a gap year shou(d serve a purpose ratherthan be 

a time in which you simp(y enjoy yourse(f 

to point out that even the noise and poUution 

created by mopeds add to an atmosphere the 

author regards as not very desirab(e 

Webcode 

You can download 
the grid above here: 

Language support 

to make it clear to the readers that .. . 

to appea l to the readers ' emotions of .. . 

to draw the readers' attention to ... theY .. W ES -73630 - 19 

to influence the readers ' understanding of gap years and gappers in such a way that 

to imply that taking a gap year means that .. . 

to illustrate the author's general view of gap years by ... 
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